Global Automotive Seatbelt Pre-tensioners Market 2014-2018

Description:
About Automotive Seatbelt Pre-tensioners

Seatbelt pre-tensioner, a passive safety system, is activated when an installed sensor detect a rapid deceleration during an accident. It is used to manage the occupant's energy in a crash by pulling the driver and front-seat passenger firmly into their seats, thereby reducing the occupant's load in a violent crash. Automotive seatbelt pre-tensioners tighten the seatbelt during the first few fractions of a second in a crash.

The analysts forecast the Global Automotive Seatbelt Pre-tensioners market to grow at a CAGR of 7.31 percent over the period 2013-2018.

Covered in this Report
This report covers the present scenario and the growth prospects of the Global Automotive Seatbelt Pre-tensioner market for the period 2014-2018. The report includes the entire range of automotive seatbelt pre-tensioners available in the market.

To calculate the market size, the report considers revenue generated from sales of automotive seatbelt pre-tensioners across all geographies. It analysis the sales of automotive seatbelt pre-tensioners to OEMs and the aftermarket.

The report discusses the major drivers that influence the growth of the Global Automotive Seatbelt Pre-tensioners market and outlines the challenges faced by vendors and the market.

The report, Global Automotive Seatbelt Pre-tensioners market, has been prepared based on an in-depth market analysis with inputs from industry experts. The report covers the Americas, the APAC and EMEA regions; it also covers the Global Automotive Seatbelt Pre-tensioners market landscape and its growth prospects in the coming years. The report also includes a discussion of the key vendors operating in this market.

Key Regions
- Americas
- APAC
- EMEA

Key Vendors
- Autoliv
- Delphi Automotive
- Takata
- TRW Automotive Holdings

Other Prominent Vendors
- Daimler
- Far Europe
- Hyundai Motor
- Iron Force Industrial
- ITW Safety
- Key Safety Systems
- Special Devices
- Tokai Rika

Market Drivers
- Stringent Government Safety Regulations
- For a full, detailed list, view this report

Market Challenges
- Increased Average Wage Rates
- For a full, detailed list, view this report
Market Trends
- Adoption of Automotive Seatbelt Pre-tensioners in Low-cost and Compact Vehicles
- For a full, detailed list, view this report

Key Questions Answered in this Report
- What will the market size be in 2018 and what will the growth rate be?
- What are the key Market Trends?
- What is driving this market?
- What are the challenges to market growth?
- Who are the key vendors in this market space?
- What are the market opportunities and threats faced by the key vendors?
- What are the strengths and weaknesses of the key vendors?

The report is also available as part of our annual subscription offer. Please get in touch with our customers service team in order to find out more.
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